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New World Library. Paperback. Condition: New. 172 pages. Dimensions: 5.5in. x 0.0in. x 8.5in.Man is
burdened with an ego that is in constant conflict with society and nature, in perpetual flight from
loneliness and death. Despite its diverse methods, the single aim of psychotherapy is to free man
from his endless self-battle. Alan Wattss arresting, provocative study shows how Eastern
philosophers long ago facedand solvedthe problem of mans existence in a seemingly hostile
universe. Buddhism, Vedanta, and Taoism are examined and related to the theories of Freud, Jung,
Sullivan, and May. The inscrutable wisdom of Zen masters is made clear by Alan Watts as he
explains how the modern fiction of the ego has clouded the sights of psychotherapy and blocked
Western man from his true place in nature. The source of modern mans conflict, according to Watts,
is the society that traps the ego in a doublebind of contradictory demands. This is the Hindu-
Buddhist maya, or social illusion, which one must apprehend before one can be aware of a universal
reality. When psychotherapy merely helps the individual to adjust to social norms, it falls short of
true liberation; Eastern philosophy seeks mans natural relation to the cosmos. In this...
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An extremely wonderful book with lucid and perfect information. It is one of the most awesome publication i have read. Your life period will probably be
enhance the instant you total looking at this pdf.
-- Prof. Dan Windler MD-- Prof. Dan Windler MD

It is really an amazing publication i actually have at any time read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations inside the 50 percent of your pdf. Its
been written in an exceptionally simple way in fact it is just right a er i finished reading this ebook where actually transformed me, alter the way i really
believe.
-- Dr. Celestino Spinka III-- Dr. Celestino Spinka III
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